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Objectives and Outcomes
• Pipe vibration to assess the condition of buried pipework
–
•
•
•

Ground surface measurements can potentially detect:
Defects in pipe (holes/splits)
Changes in soil condition/type
Pipe junctions/ terminations/ changes in direction

• Investigating a variety of ground excitation methods to
interrogate both the ground and the buried infrastructure

– Methods investigated allow surface-breaking cracks in
roads to be detected
– Testing on below-surface cracking to be done
– Shear wave method has potential to detect voids and
flooded ground

Objectives and Outcomes
• To explore a tree excitation method to determine the
location of tree roots in order to identify areas of pipe
network at risk of damage
– Can potentially detect larger ‘woody’ tree roots from
ground surface measurements

• To develop vibro-acoustic methods to measure relevant
wavespeeds (inc. variation with depth) in situ
– Surface wave measurements with optimised excitation
permits accurate wavespeed measurement
– If done in combination with electromagnetic
measurements, can increase certainty
– Important for bulk density and water content changes
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Our Biggest Achievements
As an overarching desire, we have four areas of
interest:
Trees can act as electrodes-of-opportunity in
urban areas

1.

Could we reveal the extent of tree root structures?

2.

Could we determine the depth of cracks, or detect
cracks and voids that are not visible at the surface?
Near Surface Features - Yes

3.

Could we detect wet areas under paved surfaces,
possibly originating from leaks or poor drainage?

4.

What would happen if we used smaller and smaller
mobile sensors?
Near Surface - Yes
It Works

All need some form of noncontact, non-invasive sensor

The Results: Deterioration Detection
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Crack and void detection
Key finding - small irregularities and voids in the ground was most
observable when looking at side scattered, cross polarised signals in the
frequency range 3GHz to 12GHz.
Antenna configurations optimise to this use were successfully developed

Scanning across the
surface of the
ground can reveal
the local scattering
and hence local
void density.
- Changes in void density of 3% or 5% are fairly clear.
- More subtle changes, either side of a recognised limit of 7%, say 6% to
8%, can be seen but where there are also changes in the density of stones
etc. this boundary can be hard to find.

Detection system. Corroding pipes.
Wideband electronic system for detection of cracks and voids and of
corroding pipes.
An off the shelf transceiver USRP model X310 Software Defined
Radio, and external frequency sources and frequency mixers, allows
measurements over the frequency range is 10 MHz to 12 GHz.

-

High frequencies used for the crack and void detection
Lower frequencies used for more traditional GPR work.
The lowest frequencies can be used to investigate corroding iron
pipes.

Corrosion products that have migrated into the ground can hide the
pipes from typical GPR. The very lowest frequencies can reveal the
corrosion product surrounded pipes, but at quite low spatial
resolution.

1/

f

Passive Signals of Opportunity
Can we make use of ambient radio
signals to detect damage in cables?
Penetration of signals through the
outer conductor wall provides
information on the thickness/
conductivity of the conductor wall.
Frequencies such as used in current
line detection equipment can be used
for more detailed investigation.

Sheath issues

YES, the technique can
identify the type of
leakage through the
sheath, and the
magnitude of the effect.
Hole issues

Transmission Line scanning
Synchronised Arbitrary
Waveforms Generators
(ARB) produce a standing
wave pattern along a cable
or transmission line
Set the ARB signals to
produce peak voltage across
a shunt element and no
series current. Sensitive to
dielectric breakdown across
a cable
Set the ARB signals to
produce peak current with
no shunt voltage. Sensitive
to conductor resistance as
the cable
Vary the ARB signals and the pulse scans along the line. Can identify
defect positions and evaluate their relative importance. Pulses can
also be steered to excite individual antennas connected along the line.
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Cyclical Environmental Effects on Soil
• The fundamental support function of soil is non-stationary
• The ground deteriorates subject to environmental cycling
1st Drying

2nd Drying

3rd Drying

Scanning Electron Microscopy

• Ground strength reduces with wetting and drying
- deterioration in fabric leads to reduction in density and elevated permeability –>
enhanced response to wetting e.g. rainfall, poor road condition, pipe leak etc.
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Trench Trial- Evidence to do things differently
• The ground is critical for providing good performance of the built
infrastructure (e.g. roads, buried utilities).
• Two trenches were reinstated using contrasting characteristics but both
complying to the current construction standards.
before

after

Lower stiffness in the poorly
constructed trench soon
after reinstatement.
Trenching, even following
best specifications, causes
changes in the surrounding
ground.

Significant infiltration
in the poorly
constructed trench.

Monitoring Geotechnical Infrastructure using
Geophysical methods
• A new improved TDR
calibration has been
developed for measuring the
soil water content and
density.
• This method could lead to a
new ASTM standard.

• The new BGS ERT
PRIME system has been
shown capable of
monitoring the water
movement from a
leaking pipe.
• We propose that TDR
and other geophysical
techniques could be
used to monitor critical
geotechnical
infrastructure.

